Differential roles of the Leloir pathway enzymes and metabolites in defining galactose sensitivity in yeast.
The metabolism of galactose via enzymes of the Leloir pathway: galactokinase, galactose-1-P uridylyltransferase, and UDP galactose-4'-epimerase, is a process that has been conserved from Escherichia coli through humans. Impairment of this pathway in patients results in the disease galactosemia. Despite decades of study, the underlying pathophysiology in galactosemia remains unknown. Here we have defined the functional and metabolic implications of impaired galactose metabolism in yeast, by asking two questions: (1) What is the impact of loss of each of the three Leloir enzymes on the ability of cells to metabolize galactose, and on their sensitivity to galactose, and (2) what is the relationship between gal-1P and galactose-sensitivity in yeast? Our results demonstrate that only transferase-null cells are able to deplete their medium of galactose; deletion of kinase or epimerase halts this process. In contrast, only kinase-null cultures grow well in glycerol/ethanol medium despite the addition of galactose; both transferase and epimerase-null yeast arrest growth under these conditions. Indeed, epimerase-null yeast arrest growth at galactose concentrations 10-fold lower than do their transferase-null counterparts. Secondary deletion of kinase relieves growth arrest in both strains. Finally, rather than a continuous relationship between gal-1P and growth arrest, we observed a threshold level of gal-1P (approximately 10 nmol/mg cell DM) above which both transferase-null and epimerase-null cultures could not grow. These results both confirm and significantly extend prior knowledge of galactose metabolism in yeast, and set the stage for future studies into the mediators and mechanism of Leloir-impaired galactose sensitivity in eukaryotes.